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Using the data base management system SIR to link demographic
data from the basque community of Sainte-Engrace, 1800-1980

A. RODRIG UEZ HERNANDOR ENA I

RES UMO

o siste ma de base de dados S IR (Scientific Inform at ion Retri eval) tern sido ut i
lizado par a relacionar reg isto s civis (nascimentos, casamen to s e mortes) e registo s
cadas t ra is (po sse de terra) no peri od o de 1800-1980.

Discut em-se no a rtigo a lgumas das vantage ns do S IR em relacao a out ros
metod os de re lacio na mento de registos utili zados no passad o: I) a sua capacidade
para tr at ar q ua lq uer tip o de dad os requerendo tratam ento hierarquico complexo ,
2) a possibilidad e de tra nsformar a estrut ura de base de dad os em qua lquer mom ent o,
3) a sua ca pac ida de em gerar fichei ros for ma ta dos pa ra S PSS e SA S, 4) 0 fact o de
S IR ex ist ir disponi vel com o «pacote» de softwa re par a IBM XT e AT ou qu a lquer
micro IBM compativel (req uere ndo urn rnini rnode 10 Mb em disco rigido) .

Palavras-chave: Recon stituicao de fa rnilias; Base de dad os; SI R.

ABS TRACT

T he Da ta Base Sys tem S IR (Scientifi c' In format ion Retrieval ) has been used to
link civil record s (births, marri ages and deaths) and cad ast rial records (land own ership)
fo r the period 1800-1980. The pa per d iscusses so me of the adva ntages of SIR in
relat ion to other record linkage meth od s used in the past : I) its a bility to handle any
set of data requiring complex hiera rchical treatment , 2) the possibility of modifying
th e da ta base's st ru cture at any requi red mom ent , 3) its a bility to gene ra te SPSS a nd
SAS fo rma tted files, 4) SI R is ava ila ble as a so ftwa re pa ckage on IB M XT and AT
or a ny IBM compatible micro (minimum requirement 10Mb hard disk) .

Key- words: Record link age; Dat a base; S IR.

INTROD UCTION

This paper su mma rizes th e strategy foll owed during th e 10 months of
record linkage spent reconstituting individ ual a nd family life events in the
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Basque Pyreneean Community of Sainte-Engrace for the period 1800-1980 .
The Data consists 4538 birth records (each birth record is 173 characters long
and 16 variables); 1026 marriage records (each marriage record is 376 characters
long and has 32 fields), and 3327 death records (each death record is 184
characters long and has 16 fields). The software used to perform the record
linkage was the Data Base Managernant System SIR 2. The strategy employed
in this study was designed by D. Doulton et al. (1986). The method described
in this paper is suitable for the linkage of any set of events .

Data entry and storage

Births, marriages and deaths were entered on a BBC micro computer.
No input programs were used, because the data were entered as text. The
VIEW word processing package, available on the BBC, was used to correct
mistakes while typing. At the end of the data entry stage, the BBC files were
transfered to the Oxford University Computing Centre's mainframe, where
the rest of the work has was carried out. Figure A. I shows the variables
included in each birth , marriage and death record . To allow any individual
record to be traced back to its source document (birth, marriage or death)
each set of information is given a unique identifier (NEWID); this identifier
is a 5 digit integer where the first digit for the births is always a I, the first
digit for a marriage a 2, and the first digit for a death is always a 3. So, for
example the three first birth records in the births file will have NEWID's
1000 I, 10002, and 10003. The three first marriages NE WID's will be 2000 I,
20002, and 20003.

The variables describing the names and surnames of individuals as well
as the names of the houses were not codified; their original alphabetic nature
was kept. Figure A. 2 shows three samples extracted from the master files.

Record linkage using SIR

The three principal steps involved in any linking operation are the sear
ching step, the matching step and the storing step . The three steps operate in
very different ways but share in common an important factor: the basic
structure of the material they work on, that is the three master files, is always
the same. Bearing this principle in mind, it was decided to load the three files
into a data base where the three steps could be carried out benefiting from
the advantages provided by the structure of the data base.

The data base system used is SIR (Scientific Information Retrieval). SIR
is a hierarchical data base system in its physical form: each record is stored
following the record to which it relates. Thus the unique identifier (NEWID)
for one individual entry (a case in SIR) will point to several RECORDS
concerning that entry, each of which, in turn, may contain several variables.

2 The SIR software manuals can be purchased at the European SIR headquarters at:
STATUS GmbH, Postfach 45 0149, Goerzallee 5,0-1000 BERLIN 45.
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rle1d l.eng th Cols l.abel
1 4 1- 4 IOl:NTITIC...TION NUMBER

2 11 5- 15 O"'TE: or BIRTH
) 20 16- J5 NA.K1:
4 18 H- S3 FIRST SlTRN""'!:
S 16 H- 69 SECOND SlTR N""'!:
6 11 70- lIO SEX
7 16 81- 96 FATHER's NAME
8 22 97-118 r"'THER's SURNA.ME:
9 5 119-113 r ...THU's OCCUPATION

10 16 124-139 HO'l'HER's NA.ME
11 2) 140-162 MOTHER's StIRNA.K1:
12 ) 16) -165 MOTHER's OCCUPATION
1) 19 16'-184 HOUSE
14 11 18S -19S B.RTH STATUS (legltlaate/l11egltlaate)

Variables In the Marriage record

1
2
)

5
6
7
II
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

30

4

12
21
27
24
12

2
2
2

15
27

9

13
H
12

1- 4
5- 16

17- 37
)lI- 64
liS- lIlI
8?-100

101-102
10)-104
105-106
107-121
122-148
149-LS7
158-170
171 -1H
195-206

ID~If'ICATION NUMBER
DATE or MARRIAGE
GRQOIoI' s NA.ME
GRQOIoI 's FIRST StIRN""'E
GRQOIoI"s SECOND StIRN""'E
GRQOIoI ' sAGE:
GRQOIoI'. OCCUPATION
GROHH's BIRTHPLACE
GROKM's aoRN le91tl.ate/l11egltl.ate
CRQOIoI'. rATHER's N""'!:
GROOM:_ rATHER '. SlTRN""'E
GROKM's MOTHE:R's KNOWN
CROOM' _ MOTHER's NA.ME:

CROCH', HOTHl:R', StIRNA.ME
CROOM', HAARI"'CE: RANK (first/second • . . . )

Id•• for the bride

VAriables In the death record

1 4 1- 4 IDOfTIFICATYON HUMBER
2 10 5- 14 DATE: OF DEATH
) 4 15- 18 DATE or 8IRTH
4 2 19- 20 SEX
5 17 21- )7 II""'E:
6 J1 J8 - 68 rIRST SlTRN""'!:
7 22 69- 90 SECOND SlTRN""'E
8 ) 91- 9) ACE:
9 2) 94-116 HOUSE:

10 22 117-1)8 rATHER's IIA.ME
11 1) 1)9-151 MOTHER's II""'E
12 2 152-1SJ DEATH STATUS (IIArrl.d/.inql. .tc . . , I
1) 12 IH-165 SPOUSE' _ 1I""'l:
14 23 166-188 SPOUSE's StIRII""'E

Fig. A I - Variables in the birth record
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100011 114.01.1793JEAN OLHATCEBERDE I LHARRI SCAPE lPIERRE
+ ILHARRISCAPE lJEANNE ILHARRISCAPE 6LOGE
+ 1*
100021 218 /01/1793ENGRACE BORTHIRY BORDALEKU 2PIERRE
+ BORTHIRY lMARIE. BORDALEKU OGOROST
+ IOL 1*
100031 324 /01 /17 93JEAN SABUQUY ETCHEBER lJEAN PIE
+ RRE SABUQUY lANNE ETCHEBER OSABUQU
+ Y 1*

Sample of death records

305013622903.04.18351832 1JEAN CHUBURU BORDALEK
+ U 3BORDALEKU DOMINIQUE ENGRACE 1
+
305023623008 .04.18351788 2MARIE CHOUHOURT BOURG
+ 47JAURGAIN 2JEAN
+ POURTAU
305033623130 .04.18351833 2MARIE FUSILLES BAAATCE
+ 2CARRIGUIRY BERTRAND MARIE ANNE 1
+

Sample of marriage records

ELGUEBARNE
OMARIE E

ACCOCE
OANNE

OLHATCEBERDE
OMARIE 0

ESPEL
OENGRACE

HUSTU
OANNE H

AGARAS
OCATHERIN

*

ESPEL

AGARAS
BIDEGARAY

BIDEGARAY
ELGART

ELGART
lOLHATCEBERDE

ASTARI NHANDY
ASTARINHANDY

BAGOLLE
BAGOLLE

lASTARINHANDY ACCOCE
BORDALEKU

BORDALEKU
DRONDE

DRONDE

ESPEL+

200012100008 .01.1793PIERRE
+ 30 0 1 1GRATIEN
+ LGUEBARNE 1BRIGITTE
+ 27 0 1 1JEAN
+ ACCOCE
2000 2210 0105.02 .1 793J EAN
+ 19 0 1 1PIERRE
+ USTU 1ENGRACE
+ 27 0 1 lJOSEPH
+ E AGAR AS lHUSTU
20003 210 02 05.02 .1793PIERRE
+ 31 0 1 lPIERRE
+ LHATCEBERDE lMARIE
+ 27 0 1 lDIEGO

The stars (*) indicate the end of each record .

Fig . A2 - A sa mple of birth record s
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A major advantage of SIR is that , althought it has a hierarchical physical
model, one is not restricted to hierarchical access. The logical model of the
data base allows hierarchical, relational and network access. It is the network
facility that is most useful for record linkage; since from any position in the
hierarchy it is possible to re-enter the hierarchy at any other point whilst
retainning the original position for subsequent continued search.

SIR is available on most mainframe computers. It is also available on
IBM and IBM compatible micros. The requirement for SIR to be run on an
IBM micro is having a minimum of IOMbytes of hard disk.

In summary, SIR was selected for the following reasons:
- Very direct and friendl y interaction with the data base. The variety of

means for inputting, modifying, deleting and in general controlling the con
tents of the data file are very straightfoward.

- Possibility of modifying the data base's structure at any point during
the study.

- No limitations on the complexity of the database's structure. Althought
SI R has a hierarchical physical model , one is not restricted to hierarchical
access, the logical model of the data base allowing also relational and network
access .

- The data retrieval capabilities of SIR allows performing both simple
and highly complex retrieval in a straightfoward manner.

- The data description in SIR has been patterned after syntax of SPSS,
and the SI R programming language shares many similarities with it.

- SI R can interface with the mo st widel y used statistical systems SPSS
and SAS.

Although it is po ssible to change the structure at any point during the
study, an initial structure had to be provided. The three different sources,
births, marriages and deaths were stored in three separate compartments or
record types. The births were allocated to record type I, the marriages to
record type 2, and the deaths to record type 3. The decision to refer to births
as record type I, marriages 2 etc ..., is an entirely arbitrary one.

Before loading th e data into the data ba se we must provide a structure
for . the data base to know where to alocate the va ria bles, records etc ... The
ca se definition commands supply information about the general structure of
the data base .

The record definition commands are used to describe the contents and
structure of individual record types . Figure I shows the case definition file
and figure 2 shows the record definition command file for the birth records.
Once the ba sic structure for the record types is created, the birth, marriage,
and death records are loaded into the data base.

The searching step

The general aim of th e searching step is to bring potencially linkable
records together, fir st for comparison, and second ly and eventually , for
matching.

8
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CASE 10
MAX REC TYPES
RECTYPE COLS
N OF CASES
RECS PER CASE
MAX REC COUNT
MAX KEY SIZE
MAX INPUT COLS
COMMON VARS

PREe
15
6
10000
20
10
3
425
PREC (1,5)

The Record Definition Commands File.

RECORD SCHEMA
MAX REC COUNT
DATA LIST

DATE VARS
MISSING VALUES
END SCHEMA

1, BIRTH
1
(1) / 1

PREC 1-5 (I)
BREC 7-:10 (I)
BDATE 11-20 (A)
XBDATE 11-20 (A)
BN 21-37 (A)
BS1 38-54 (A)
BS2 55-70 (A)
BSEX 71-72 (I)
BFN 73-87 (A)
BFS 88-109 (A)
BFOCCII0-lll (I)
BMN 112-126 (A)
BMS 127-150 (A)
BMOCC 151-152 (I)
BH 153-171 ( A)
BSTATUS 172-173 (I)
BHN 174-178 (I)
BDATE (' .DDIMMIYYYY I )

BDATE (' ')

Fig . I - The Case Definition Commands File
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But prior to the actual searching operation decisions have to be made
on the linkage criteria, or control variable or variables to be used in the
operation.

Choosing a control variable

The major problem in most record linkage exercises is to determine a set
of linkage criteria or control variable which will maximize the accuracy of
the generated links . At least five alphabetic variables were simultaneously
present in more than 60% of all births, marriages and deaths records . It was
though that a gradual variable reduction approach would suit the situation
best. If we take for example the case of a woman with birth record number
10344. Her name is MARIE. If we use her name to search for her correspon
ding and death records we will find hundreds of candidates, because there
are many MARIE's in the data base. In other words if we only use the variable
N A M E as the linkage criteria we are going to gather too many candidates
for each match . But there are other variable choice alternatives. Her name is
MARIE, her mother's name is ISABEL, her father's name is PIERRE, the birth
record also gives us her first surname ELGOYHEN, and her second surname
AGARAS. Her birth record provides 5 alphabetic fields that can be put
together in one single variable that we will call STRING and will look like:

STRING= MARIE ISABEL PIERRE ELOGOYHEN AGARAS

ANNE

ANNE

ANNE

ANTOINE

ANTOINE

AMELIE

ANNE ENG RACE JEAN ACCOCE ETCHECOPAR

ANNE MADALEINE PIERRE JONNET AGARAS

ANNE MARIE PIERRE JONNET AGARAS

ANTOINE HELENE PAUL GORRY ELGOYHEN

ANTOINE PIERRETE PAUL ETCHEBER ELICHALT

AMELIE ANNE JEAN HALCAREN SOCCOROS

Fig. 2 - Variables NAME and STRING sorted alphabetically

Figure 2 shows two columns of birth variables sorted by NAME and
STRING.

Although this abstract and newly created variable STRING, does not
correspond to a real name or surname, it accomplishes the funtion required
in this exercice. It is behaving as a good alphabetic identifier. The number of
variables used to make up the control variable varies according to the degree
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of st ringency applied to the searching operation. In the begi nning we are very
stri ngent, and thus use up to 5 variables. These 5 va riables gene rally a re:

EGO'S NAME EGO'S MOTHER NAME EGO'S FATHER NAME
EGITSSURNAMEI EGITSSURNAME2

Latter in the searching process we will go down to using 4, a nd 3 va ria 
bles .

Sea rching through the birth, ma rriage and deat h records

We can move foward to explain how th e searching opera tion was per 
forme d . An hyp ot hetic example will be used to illust ra te th e process. We ca n
write a SI R procedure (see figure 3) to move a nd sort 5 a lpha betic variables
fo r a red uced sa mp le of birth, marriage, a nd death records . T he 5 va riables
are written out in the fo llowi ng order:

EGO'S NAME EGO'S FATHER NAME EGO'S MOT HE R NAME 
EGO'S FATHER SURNAME EGO'S MOT HER SU RNAME

If S IR sorts alphabetically the records we get the fo llow ing list

3 0034
2 0245
I 0176
3 0542
I 2389
2 0633
2 0126
I 0523
3 2199
I 3822
2 0721
3 1335
2 0356

ANNE MARIE AGARAS ELICHIRY
ANNE ANGEL ENG RACE LAXALT BORTHIRY
ANNE ANTOINE MARIE ACCOCEBE RRY TOUSTAU
ANNE ANTOINE MARIE ACCOCEBERRY TOUSTOU
ANNE PIERRE THERESE ELGOYHEN ELICHALT
ANNE PIERRE THERESE ELGOYHEN ELICHALT
ANNE PIERRE CATHERINE ELGOY HEN ELICH IRY
ANTOINE MARCEL ENG RACE AGA RAS CONSTANT IN
ANTOINE MARCEL ENG RACE AGA RAS CONSTANTIN
ANTOINE MARCEL ENG RACE ETC HE BER UN GU RA TU RU
ANTOINE MARCEL ENG RACE ETC HEBER UNGU RATU RU
ANTOINE MARCEL ENG RACE ETC HE BE R UNGU RA TU RU
ANTOINE PAUL MARIE C HU BU RU ETC HECOPA R

Co lumn on e contains a mixture of I , 2, and 3 va lues, because th e three
types of information (births, marriages, a nd deaths) ha ve now been put
together. In the second column we have the unique identifier for each record
fo llowed by the list of sorted STRING's. The fo llowi ng records seem to have
fo und ma tching pairs or triplets.

Rec type I 0176 (BIRTH) with Rec type 3 0542 (DEATH)

Rec type I 2389 (BIRTH) with Rec type 2 0633 (MA RRIAGE)

Rec type I 0523 (BIRTH) with Rec type 3 2199 (DEATH)

Rec type I 3822 (BIRTH) with Rec type 2 0721 (MA R RIA GE)

with Rec type 3 1335 (DEATH)
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The matching step

When pairs or triplets of records are brought together for comparison,
decisions must be made as to whether these are to be regarded as linked, not
linked, etc ... It is also desirable to make a high proportion of those decisions
automatically by the use of some .SIR procedures. In most studies involving
record linkage the matching step and the storing step are ex ecuted simulta
neously, but with SIR the strategy is different. In the fir st part, the links are
made and stored in a mainframe, external, file. In the second part the links
are read back into the data ba se. The . summa ry of the steps used with the
SIR strategy are:

A - Processing the birth, marriage and death records and computing the
required STRING variable .

B - Sorting the above records by the variable STRING.
C - Making the links.
D - Writting out the mainframe a file containing th e ID's of the above

links .
E - Reading back the links into the dat a base.

Steps A and B have been described earlier in this paper (choosing the
control va ria ble). Step E will be described in the sto ring step. The other two
steps, C and D can be carried out using the SIR report gene rator. The report
generator works on the records extracted from th e data base (steps A and B)
performing specific actions depending on whether the value of STRING
remains the same or changes . The SIR report generator will use following
algorithm:

a) When a new value of the control va riable STRING is encountered,
write the NEWID (N EWID I) and store its va lue.

b) For each subsequent record with th e same va lue of the control va ria
ble, write its NEWID (NEWID2) and th e a bove NEWID (N EWID I), fol
lowed by the NE WI D I alone on the next line.

c) When the value of th e co ntro l va ria ble changes again, write the
NEWID I twice .

Figure 4 shows the SIR report used to perform th e abo ve algorithm.

The storing step

In the matching step, the SIR report generato r was used to compare th e
values of the alphabetic variable STRING, a nd to mak e some decisions on
whether they should be linked or not. Ideally, each cain should contain a
birth , a marriage, and a death record, or for those who died single, only a
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birth and a death record. The following figure shows the different acceptable
combinations of records:

BIRTH ------- MARRIAGE ------- DEATH
BIRTH ------- MARRIAGE
BIRT H ------- ----------------------- ---- D EAT H

MARRIAGE ------- DEATH

(1-2-3)
(1 -2)
(1-3)
(2-3)

For married people the ideal combination to find is (1-2-3) , and for single
individuals (1-3). But when we run the report generator on the data we found
that some chains presented the following combinations:

1-1-2
1-2-2-3
2-2-3-3

1-3-3-3
1-2-3-3-3

This means that there are several birth, marriage and death records wit h
identical STRINGs, and so the computer is creating cha ins with more records
than required . This also indicates that more knowledge on the above records
is required in order to make decisons on what is to be linked to what. Here
we can indicate again that the number to multi-records chains we obtain, very
much depends on the degree of st ringency we put on the va riable STRING.
In other words, if STRING is made up of five different elements (ego's name,
ego's father name, ego's mother name, ego's first name, ego's second surname)
the chances of getti ng identical STRINGs are smaller than if STRING is
mad e up of a single variable, say ego's name. Because the report generator
will not a lways produce perfect link-chai ns, a new SIR procedure must be
writen that will take all these factors in account.

The SfR procedure to read the «good» Iinsk back int o the dat e base

This procedure perform s simultaneously the following tasks:

A - Reads through the links file produced by the SIR report generator
(this is an external or mainframe file, so at this poi nt we are not
within the data base yet) .

B - Skips all the chains where the NEWID is lin ked to itself.
C - If the chain involves more than one NEWID there is potencia l

linkage and so , the procedure must ca rry out further exploration:

I. - It must make sure the records involved in the chain present
one of the foll owing combinations:

BIRTH - MARRIAGE -DEATH
BIRTH - MARRI AGE
BIRTH -DEATH
MARRIAGE -DEATH

(1-2-3)
(1-2)
(1-3)
(2-3)

Any chain containing a different combination of records is no t
accepted. For example 1-1 -2, or 2-2-3-3 etc ...
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D - If the chain belongs to any of the acceptable co mbinations, th e dates
of the records involved in the chain are looked at to ma ke sure last
occuring event took place after the first occuring event. In other
words, the death should always take place after marriage, and the
marriage always after the birth . If the chain meets the record
combination requirements but, the dates are impossible, the chain is
skipped .

E - Finna lly, the SIR procedure the «good» links into the data base .

Bringing the links back into the data base

Once the SIR procedure selects «good» links, it has to find a place in the
data base to store them. It was decided to create two different compartments,
one for female individuals, and another one for male individuals. It was arbi
trarily dec ided to allocate female individuals to record type 8, a nd ma le indi
viduals to record type 9. Records types 8 and 9 have the same structure; each
record is made of one line containing the three 10 numbers included in each
link: the record's own 10 (NEWID) , the linked 10 (LID) , and the first 10
(FlO) . Figure 5 shows how the NEWID, LID and FlO guide us through the
linked events.

Explaining the contents oj record types 8 and 9

If for example we look at any woman in compartiment or record type 8,
we can find : .

a) A woman's birth record, linked to her death record. Because each link
needs a triplet of ID's this woman's links look like (her birth records
NEWID = 10254, her death record = 3 2080) :

B

10254

32080

D

D

32080

10254

B

B

10254 BIRTH

10254 DEATH

B

DEATH

BIRTH

BIRTH

BIRTH

1-3- 1

3-1-1

T he first 10 in the chain is her own birth record (FlO) 10254. In the
second line her death record (NEWI D) 32080 is linked back to her own birth
record (LID) which is "also the first 10 in the chain, 10254. "

b) A woman's birth record linked to her marriage record.

B M B

13721 20412 13721 BIRTH MARRIAGE BIRTH 1-2-1

20412 13721 13721 MARRIAGE BIRTH BIRTH 2-1-1

M B B
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This time the structure of the chain is identical, the only difference being
the nature of the records

c) A woman's marriage linked to her death record.

M D M

20622 31633 20622 MARRIAGE DEATH MARRIAGE 2-3-2

31633 20622 20622 DEATH MARRIAGE MARRIAGE 3-2-2

D M M

d) Finally we can find a woman that has the three events linked within
the same chain.

B M B

14176 20522 14176 BIRTH MARRIAGE BIRTH 1-2-1

M D B
\

20522 31421 14176 MARRIAGE DEATH BIRTH 2-3-1

D B B

30421 14176 14176 DEATH BIRTH BIRTH 3-1-1

This last chain represents one of the most complicated triplet structure
that any male or female individual can have in the data base. The strategy
used to link the mother's marriage record to her children birth records is
identical to the one used to link birth, marriage and death for one person. A
STRING variable made up with the husband's name surname and the wife's
name and surname is computed for each marriage record. The variable
STRING computed for each birth record includes ego's father's name and
surname and ego's mother's name and surname (four variables as in above
marriage). All the marriages and births are moved on to the same file where
the records are sorted by STRING. As a result each record clusters arround
the parents marriage record (see Figure 6). These NEWID'S are brought back
into the data base and sorted at record type 7.

«The pointers». What are they and what do they do ?

We are now in a position to say that the links are brought back into the
data base, and are stored there as «pointers». In a situation like the present
one, where a record «owns» several other records, and at the same it is
«owned» by other records itself, the use of pointers is almost inevitable. Ima
gine the situation where a woman's marriage record is «owned» by:

1- Herself when refering to her sequential event record .
2 - Her offspring when making the family links.
3 - Her own parents when making her links as an offspring.
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RETRIEVAL
.PROCESS CASES

PROCESS REC 1 BIRTHS
MOVE VARS NEWID BN BSl BS2 BFN BMN
COMPUTE STRING= (BN) + (BFN) + (BMN) + (BSl)
PERFORM PROCS

END PROCESS REC

PROCESS REC 2 MARRIAGES
MOVE VARS NEWID MHN 'MHFN MHSl MHMN MHS2
COMPUTE STRING= (MHN) + (MHFN) + (MHMN) + (MHSl)
PERFORM PROCS

END PROCESS REC

PROCESS REC 3 DEATHS
MOVE VARS NEWID DN DSl DS2 DFN DMN
COMPUTE STRING=(DN)+(DFN) +(DMN) +(DS1 )

PERFORM PROCS
END PROCESS REC

.END PROCESS CASES

WRITE RECORDS FILENAME='EXAMPLE1 '/
VARIABLES=NEWID STRING/
FORMAT=(IS,3X,A97)/
SORT=STRING/

END RETRIEVAL

Fig. 3 - SI R ret rieva l to wr ite out and so rt th e NEW ID or birth,
ma rriage and deaths
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RETRIEVAL
CALL FINDLINK.FULLBODY«l»
REPORT FILENAME='LINKS<l>'/SORT=NAM,PREC/NOPAGING/
BEFORE REPORT
SET LAST(O)
BREAK LEVEL 1 , NAM
INITIAL BLOCK
COMPUTE LAST=PREC
WRITE PREC ('ZZZZZZ')
DETAIL BLOCK
IFTHEN(LAST NE PREe)

WRITE PREC ('ZZZZZZ') 4X LAST ('ZZZZZZ')
WRITE PREC ('ZZZZZZ')

ENDIF
AT END BLOCK
WRITE LAST ('ZZZZZZ') 4X LAST ('ZZZZZZ')
END BREAK LEVEL

Fig. 4 - SIR report to produce the links file

10055 (B) 20247 (M) 10055 (B)

20247 (M) 31042 (D) 10055 (B)

31042 (D) 10055 (B) 10055 (B)

10055 04.02.1813 ANNE, BAGOLLE, varB3, varB4, ...... varBn > 20247

20247 21.06.1838 ANNE, BAGOLLE, varM3, varM4, ...... varMn > 31042

31042 10.05.1860 ANNE, BAGOLLE, varD3, varD4, ...... varDn > 10055

B= birth; M= marriage; D= death; varM=a ,ma r r i a ge variable; varB= a birth

variable; varD= a death variable.

Fig. 5 - The «cha in» of NEWID's linking the birth, marriage and death of an individual
in the data base
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20145 10.05.1824 ACCOCE JEAN MARIE
21548 02 .08.1796 ACCOCE PIERRE ANNE
20124 13.07.1821 ACCOCEBERRY ANTOINE ENGRACE
10245 22.09.1823 ACCOCEBERRY ANTOINE ENGRACE
10278 12.10.1825 ACCOCEBERRY ANTOINE ENGRACE
20541 22.07.1924 ARHANCET PAUL HELENE

20247 21.06.1838 BAGOLLE LAURENT ANNE
10845 14.03.1839 BAGOLLE LAURENT ANNE (1 )
10962 22.09.1841 BAGOLLE LAURENT ANNE
10991 01.02 .1843 BAGOLLE LAURENT ANN E

20874 02.08.1853 BARANTHOL BERNARD MARIE
21275 13.01.1953 BURGUBURU ANATOLE ENGRACE

(1) The marriage record with NEWID=20~47 appears close
to the NEWID's of it's three offspring: 10845, 10962 and
10991.

Fig. 6 - Marriage a nd birth reco rds so rted by STRI NG

S
M/20456/15-02-1857
H/ASCARATEIL / J EAN PIERRE / 0 4- 06- 18 21 / 1 5- 02 - 18 57 /25-01-1900
W/AMESTOY ARRACO / ELI SABETH / 09- 1 2- 18 3 4 / 1 5- 0 2- 18 57 /01-02 -1900
C/MARIE / 2/22- 1 2- 1 8 57 /* / 08 - 0 2- 188 7
C/MADELEINE / 2/28 - 0 2- 1862 / * / 0 1- 12- 1 9 40
S
M/20459 /22-11-1857
H/ASCONCILLO BASSAHON / DOMI NI QUE / 1 2- 0 8- 1 8 19 / 22-1 1- 1857 /13-02-1872
W/BARANTHOL / MONI QUE / 0 4- 0 5- 18 20 "/22- 11- 18 57 / 1 3- 1 1- 190 2
C/JEAN / 1/22- 08 - 1 8 59 / * / 2 7- 10- 1 85 9
C/ANNE / 2/ 06- 1 2- 1 86 2 / 22- 0 1 - 1 889 / 0 5- 0 8 - 1 9 40
C/ / 1/29- 0 5- 1 8 66 /* / *
S
M/20462 /22-11-1857
H/ETCHECQPAR BORTHIRY / GUI LLAUME / 1 3- 12- 1 8 31 / 22- 11- 18 57 /08-01-1892
W/BARANTHOL /ENGRACE /22-02-1838 /22-11-1857 /16-09-1907
C/ENGRACE /2/30-03-1859 /27-10-1885 /26-12-1948
C/BARTHELEMY /1/18-12-1860 /* / *
C/GABRIELLE / 2/ 29- 12- 18 62 / * /*
C/CATHERINE /2 /29-04-1866 / * /09-03-1885
C/MARIE ANNE /2 /24-07-1870 /* / *
C/JEAN /1/16-03-1872 / * /*
C/ENGRACE / 2/ 0 4- 0 7- 1 876 / * / *
C/GABRIELLE / 2/18- 0 6- 1 879 /* /2 2-02-1893

M=marriage; H=husband ; W=wife; C=ch ild ; *=mi s si ng date; the dates
between the slashes are the b irth date , marr iage date and death date
in that order.
S= mar ks the end of one family and t he begining of the next family.

Fig. 7 - An extract of the recon stituted family file
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This list could become infinetely long if we had to move upwards or
downwards through several generations. Copying again and again the entire
marriage record of this woman for each link would require an enormous
amount of machine space, and would make any searching operation immen
sely slow . The alternative of using pointers represents the solution to this type
of problem. In this method, the use of.pointers is combined with a clever
links network where the reocrds can be followed very efficiently. The way the
links have been stored in the data base enables.a chain of links to be followed
from its beginning to its end, and even more important, it enables the user to
enter the chains at any point.

CONCLUSIONS

What amount of information does an individual own in the data base
once all the links have been made? Lets take for example the ideal situation,
where the individual has the three vital events linked and stored at record
type 8 (she is a woman) , and also has the chain of links to her offspring
stored at record type 7. This individual can have access to the following
information:

- Via her record type 8 has the three pointer pointing to her birth,
marriage, and death records.

- Via her record type 7 she has the chain of pointers leading to her
offsprings's birth records.

- Via her own birth record she can get into her siblings chain, or her
mother's record type 7 information.

- Once she is within her record type 7 dealing to her offspring birth
records she could get into each child and follow their links too.

In other words, this woman could travel as far as she wanted through
her relatives records picking up any variable, as long as the chain of links
exist. The reason why creating such a spectacular network of relations is
possible without increasing the size of the data base, is that we use the
pointers to guide us through the data. For example, it would only take 45 k
to store all the information about somebody's birth, marriage and death
instead of the 753 required if the three entire records had to be stored . Once
the chain of links with the pointers or NEWID's are established it is only a
matter of going to appropriate record type and extracting the information we
want from there. Figure 7 shows an extract of the reconstituted family file
retrieved from the data base.
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